Abstract-Nonlinear similarity measures defined in kernel space, such as correntropy, can extract higher-order statistics of data and offer potentially significant performance improvement over their linear counterparts especially in non-Gaussian signal processing and machine learning. In this work, we propose a new similarity measure in kernel space, called the kernel risk-sensitive loss (KRSL), and provide some important properties. We apply the KRSL to adaptive filtering and investigate the robustness, and then develop the MKRSL algorithm and analyze the mean square convergence performance. Compared with correntropy, the KRSL can offer a more efficient performance surface, thereby enabling a gradient based method to achieve faster convergence speed and higher accuracy while still maintaining the robustness to outliers. Theoretical analysis results and superior performance of the new algorithm are confirmed by simulation.
I. INTRODUCTION
S TATISTICAL similarity measures play significant roles in signal processing and machine learning communities. In particular, the cost function for a learning machine is usually a certain similarity measure between the learned model and the data generating system. Due to their simplicity, mathematical tractability and optimality under Gaussian and linear assumptions, second-order similarity measures defined in terms of inner products, such as correlation and mean square error (MSE), have been widely used to quantify how similar two random variables (or random processes) are. However, second-order statistics cannot quantify similarity fully if the random variables are non-Gaussian distributed [1] , [2] . To address the problem of modeling with non-Gaussian data (which are very common in many real-world applications), similarity measures must go beyond second-order statistics. Higher-order statistics, such as kurtosis, skewness, higherorder moments or cumulants, can be applicable for dealing with non-Gaussian data. Besides, as an alternative to the MSE, the risk-sensitive loss [3] - [7] , which quantifies the similarity by emphasizing the larger errors in an exponential form ("risksensitive" means "average-of-exponential"), has been proven to be robust to the case where the actual probabilistic model deviates from the assumed Gaussian model [6] . The problem of existence and uniqueness of the risk-sensitive estimation has been studied in [7] . Nevertheless, the risk-sensitive loss is not robust to impulsive noises (or outliers) when utilizing a gradient-based learning algorithm, because its performance surface (as a function over parameter space) can be superconvex and the gradient may grow exponentially fast with error increasing across iterations.
Recent advances in information theoretic learning (ITL) suggest that similarity measures can also be defined in a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) [1] .The ITL costs (i.e. entropy and divergence) for adaptive system training can be directly estimated from data via a Parzen kernel estimator, which can capture higher-order statistics of data and achieve better solutions than MSE particularly in nonGaussian and nonlinear signal processing [8] - [14] . As a local similarity measure in ITL, the correntropy is defined as a generalized correlation in kernel space, directly related to the probability of how similar two random variables are in a neighborhood of the joint space [15] , [16] . The kernel function in correntropy is usually a Gaussian kernel, but it can be extended to generalized Gaussian functions [17] . Since correntropy measures the similarity in an observation window (controlled by the kernel bandwidth), it provides an effective way to eliminate the adverse effects of outliers [1] . So far correntropy has been successfully applied to develop various robust learning or adaptive algorithms [18] - [28] . However, the performance surface of the correntropic loss (C-Loss) is highly non-convex, which can be very sharp around the optimal solution while extremely flat at a region far away from the optimal solution, and this may result in poor convergence performance in adaptation [29] .
In this paper, we define a new similarity measure in kernel space, called the kernel risk-sensitive loss (KRSL), which inherits the original form of risk-sensitive loss but is defined in RKHS by means of kernel trick. The performance surface of KRSL is bounded but can be more "convex" than that of CLoss, leading to a faster convergence speed and higher solution accuracy while maintaining the robustness to outliers. Besides the kernel bandwidth, an extra free parameter, namely the risksensitive parameter, is introduced to control the shape of the performance surface. Further, we apply the KRSL to develop a new robust adaptive filtering algorithm, referred to in this work as the minimum kernel risk-sensitive loss (MKRSL) algorithm, which can outperform existing methods, including the recently proposed generalized maximum correntropy criterion (GMCC) algorithm [17] . A brief version of this work was presented at 2015 IEEE International Conference on Digital Signal Processing [30] .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II, after briefly reviewing some background on similarity measures in kernel space, we define the KRSL, and present some important properties. In section III, we apply the proposed KRSL to adaptive filtering and analyze the robustness, and develop the MKRSL algorithm and present the mean square convergence performance. In section IV, we carry out Monte Carlo simulations to confirm the theoretical results and demonstrate the superior performance of the new algorithm. Finally, we give the conclusion in section V.
II. KERNEL RISK-SENSITIVE LOSS

A. Background on Similarity Measures in Kernel Space
The kernel methods have been widely applied in domains of machine learning and signal processing [31] - [33] .Let κ(x, y) be a continuous, symmetric and positive definite Mercer kernel defined over X X X × X X X .Then the nonlinear mapping Φ(x) = κ(x, .) transforms the data x from the input space to a functional Hilbert space, namely a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS)H, satisfying f (x) = κ(x, .), f H , ∀f ∈ H , where ., . H denotes the inner product in H. In particular, we have
There is a close relationship between kernel methods and information theoretic learning (ITL) [1] . Most ITL cost functions, when estimated using the Parzen kernel estimator, can be expressed in terms of inner products in kernel space H. For example, the Parzen estimator of the quadratic information potential (QIP) from samples x(1), x(2), · · · , x(N ) ∈ R can be obtained as [1] QIP
where κ σ (.) denotes the translation-invariant Gaussian kernel with bandwidth σ , given by
Then we have
where . H stands for the norm in H. Thus, the estimated QIP represents the squared mean of the transformed data in kernel space. In this work, we only consider the Gaussian kernel of (3), but most of the results can be readily extended to other Mercer kernels. The intrinsic link between ITL and kernel methods enlightens researchers to define new similarity measures in kernel space. As a local similarity measure in ITL, the correntropy between two random variables X and Y , is defined by [16] , [34] 
where E[.] denotes the expectation operator, and F XY (x, y) is the joint distribution function of (X, Y ). Of course the correntropy V (X, Y ) can be expressed in terms of inner product as
which is a correlation measure in kernel space. It has been shown that correntropy is directly related to the probability of how similar two random variables are in an "observation window" controlled by the kernel bandwidth σ [16] . In a similar way, one can define other similarity measures in terms of inner products in kernel space, such as the centered correntropy, correntropy coefficient and correntropic loss (C-Loss) [1] . Three similarity measures in kernel space and their linear counterparts in input space are presented in Table 1 . Similarity measures in kernel space are able to extract higher-order statistics of data and offer potentially significant performance improvement over their linear counterparts especially in nonGaussian signal processing and machine learning [1] .
B. Kernel Risk-Sensitive Loss
Correntropy is a local similarity measure that is little influenced by large outliers. This desirable feature makes it possible for researchers to develop robust learning algorithms using correntropy as the cost function. For example, the supervised learning problem can be solved by maximizing the correntropy (or equivalently, minimizing the C-Loss) between the model output and the desired response. This learning principle is referred to in the literature as the maximum correntropy criterion(MCC) [1] , [2] .However, the C-Loss performance surface can be highly non-convex, with steep slopes around the optimal solution while extremely flat areas away from the solution, leading to slow convergence as well as poor accuracy. This situation can be improved by choosing a larger kernel bandwidth, but with the kernel bandwidth increasing the robustness will decrease significantly when outliers occur. To achieve a better performance surface, we define in this work a new similarity measure in kernel space, called the kernel risk-sensitive loss (KRSL). The superiority of the performance surface of KRSL will be demonstrated in the next section.
Given two random variables X and Y , the KRSL is defined by 
with λ > 0 being the risk-sensitive parameter. The above KRSL can also be expressed as
which takes the same form as that of the traditional risksensitive loss [6] , [7] , but defined in different spaces.
In most practical situations, the joint distribution of X and Y is unknown, but only a finite number of samples
are available. In these cases, however, one can compute an approximation, called empirical KRSL, by approximating the expectation by an average over N samples:
The empirical KRSL also defines a "distance" between the vectors
In this work, we also denotê L λ (X, Y ) byL λ (X, Y) when no confusion arises.
C. Properties
In the following, we present some important properties of the proposed KRSL.
Property 1:
, and it reaches its minimum if and
Proof : Due to exp(x) ≈ 1 + x for small enough, as σ is large enough, we have
According to Property 3 and 4, the KRSL will be, approximately, equivalent to the C-Loss as λ is small enough, and equivalent to the MSE when σ is large enough. Thus the C-Loss and MSE can be viewed as two extreme cases of the KRSL.
Property 5:
where
as a function of e is convex at any point satisfying e ∞ = max
the Hessian matrix ofL λ (X, Y) with respect to e can be derived as
This completes the proof. Property 6: Given any point e with e ∞ > σ, the empirical KRSLL λ (X, Y) will be convex at e if the risk-sensitive parameter λ is larger than a certain value..
Proof : From (13), we have γ i ≥ 0 if one of the following conditions is satisfied:
This complete the proof.
Remark 2: According to Property 5 and 6, the empirical KRSL as a function of e is convex at any point satisfying e ∞ ≤ σ. For the case e ∞ > σ , the empirical KRSL can still be convex at e if the risk-sensitive parameter λ is larger than a certain value. In fact, the parameter λ controls the convex range, and a larger λ results in a larger convex range in general.
where 0 denotes an N -dimensional zero vector.
Proof : Since exp(x) ≈ 1+x as x → 0, as σ is large enough, we havê
Property 8: Assume that |x i | > δ, ∀i : x i = 0, where δ is a small positive number. As σ → 0+, minimizing the empirical KRSLL λ (X, 0) will be, approximately, equivalent to minimizing the l 0 -norm of X, that is
where Ω denotes a feasible set of X.
Proof : Let X 0 be the solution obtained by minimizing X 0 over Ω and X L the solution achieved by minimizingL λ (X, 0).
the right hand side of (20) will approach zero. Thus, if σ is small enough, it holds that
where ε is a small positive number arbitrarily close to zero. This completes the proof. Remark 3: According to Property 7 and 8, the empirical KRSLL λ (X, 0) behaves like a squared L 2 norm of X when kernel bandwidth σ is very large, and like an L 0 norm of X when σ is very small. Similar properties also hold for the empirical C-Loss (or correntropy induced metric, CIM) [16] .
III. APPLICATION TO ADAPTIVE FILTERING
A. Performance Surface
Consider the identification of an FIR system:
where d(i) ∈ R denotes an observed response at time i ,W 0 ∈ R m is an unknown weight vector to be estimated,
T is the input vector (known value), and v(i) stands for an additive noise (usually independent of the input). Let W ∈ R m be the estimated value of the weight vector. Then the KRSL cost (as a function of W is also referred to as the performance surface) is 
Proof : It is easy to derive
We have h(e(i)) → 1 as σ → ∞. In this case, the optimal solution W MKRSL will be equal to the wellknown Wiener solution. In addition, it is worth noting that the equation (24) does not provide a closed-form solution because the right hand side of (24) depends on W through the error e(i) . Now we compare the performance surfaces of the proposed KRSL and C-Loss. For the case m = 2 (for visualization purpose), the contours and gradients (with respect to W ) of the performance surfaces are plotted in Fig.1 , where W 0 = [10, 10] T , σ = 2.0 , λ = 10 , N = 10000 , and the input {x(i)} and noise {v(i)} are both zero-mean white Gaussian processes with unit variance. From Fig.1 , one can see that the performance surface of the C-Loss is very flat (where the gradients are very small) when the estimated value is far away from the optimal solution (i.e. W 0 ), whereas it becomes very sharp near the optimal solution. For a gradient-based search algorithm, such a performance surface may lead to slow convergence speed especially when the initial estimate is far away from the optimal solution and possibly low accuracy at final stage due to misadjustments caused by large gradients near the optimal solution. By contrast, the performance surface of the KRSL has three regions: i) when the estimated value is close to the optimum, the gradients will become small to reduce the misadjustments; ii) when the estimated value is away from the optimum, the gradients will become large to speed up the convergence; iii) when the estimated value is further away from the optimum, the gradients will decrease gradually to zero to avoid big fluctuations possibly caused by large outliers. Therefore, compared with the C-Loss, the KRSL can offer potentially a more efficient solution, enabling simultaneously faster convergence and higher accuracy while maintaining the robustness to outliers.
B. Robustness Analysis
Similar to the MCC criterion, the MKRSL criterion is also robust to impulsive noises (or large outliers). In the following, we present some theoretical results on the robustness of the MKRSL criterion. For mathematical tractability, we consider only the scalar FIR identification case ( m = 1 ). In this case, the weight W and input X(i) are both scalars.
First, we give some notations. Let ε v > 0 be a positive number, I N = {1, 2, · · · , N } be the sample index set, and
In addition, the following two assumptions are made: 
Remark 5:
According to Corollary 1, if the kernel bandwidth σ is larger than a certain value, the absolute value of the estimation error ε MKRSL = W MKRSL − W 0 will be upper bounded by ρε v . If ε v is very small, the upper bound ρε v will also be very small, which implies that the MKRSL solution W MKRSL can be very close to the true value (W 0 ) even in presence of (N − M ) outliers (whose values can be arbitrarily large), provided that there are M (M > N /2) samples disturbed by small noises (bounded by ε v ).
For the vector case (m > 1), it is very difficult to derive an upper bound on the norm of the estimation error. However, we believe that the above results for scalar case explain clearly why and how the MKRSL criterion will be robust to large outliers.
C. Stochastic Gradient Adaptive Algorithm
Stochastic gradient based adaptive algorithms have been widely used in many practical applications, especially those involving online adaptation. Under the MKRSL criterion, the instantaneous cost function at time i iŝ
Then a stochastic gradient based adaptive filtering algorithm can be easily derived as
where W (i) denotes the estimated weight vector at time i, and η = µ σ 2 is the step-size parameter. We call the above algorithm the MKRSL algorithm. In this work, we use the same abbreviation for an optimization criterion and the corresponding algorithm when no confusion can arise from the context.
The MKRSL algorithm (29) can also be expressed as
which is a least mean square (LMS) algorithm with a variable step-size (VSS) η(i) = η exp (λ (1 − κ σ (e(i)))) κ σ (e(i)) . We have the following observations: 1) As λ → 0+, we have η(i) → ηκ σ (e(i)). In this case, the MKRSL algorithm becomes the MCC algorithm [21] , [22] :
2) As σ → ∞, we have η(i) → η. In this case, the MKRSL algorithm will reduce to the original LMS algorithm (with a fixed step-size): Fig. 2 shows the curves of η(i) as a function of e(i) for different values of λ (where σ = η = 2.0). As one can see, when λ = 0 (corresponding to the MCC algorithm), the step-size η(i) will reach the maximum at the origin (e(i) = 0).When λ > 0, however, the step-size η(i) may reach the maximum at a location away from the origin, potentially leading to faster convergence speed and better accuracy. For any λ, the step-size η(i) will approach zero as |e(i)| → ∞ , which implies that the MKRSL algorithm will be insensitive (or robust) to large errors.
Note that the computational complexity of the MKRSL algorithm is almost the same as the MCC algorithm. The only extra computational demand is to calculate the term exp (λ (1 − κ σ (e(i)))).
D. Mean Square Convergence Performance
The mean square convergence behavior is very important for an adaptive filtering algorithm. There have been extensive studies on the mean square convergence of various adaptive filtering algorithms in the literature [35] . The proposed MKRSL algorithm belongs to a general class of adaptive filtering algorithms [36] , [37] :
where f (e(i)) is a nonlinear function of e(i) = d(i) − W T (i)X(i) , which, for the MKRSL algorithm, is
For the case d(i) = W 0 T X(i) + v(i), the following relation holds [36] :
is the weigh error vector at iteration i, and e a (i) =W T (i)X(i) is the a priori error. The relation (35) is a direct consequence of the energy conservation relation [36] , [37] .
1) Transient Behavior
Based on (35) and under some assumptions, one can derive a dynamic equation to characterize the transient behavior of the weight error power E W (i)
2
. Specifically, the following theorem holds [37] . Theorem 3: Consider the adaptive filtering algorithm (33) , where e(i) = d(i)−W T (i)X(i), and d(i) = W 0 T X(i)+v(i). Assume that the noise process {v(i)} is i.i.d. and independent of the zero-mean input X(i) and that the filter is long enough so that e a (i) is zero-mean Gaussian and that X(i) 2 and f 2 (e(i)) are uncorrelated. Then it holds that
, and the functions h G (.)
and h U (.) are defined by
Proof : A detailed derivation can be found in [37] . For the MKRSL algorithm, ∀x > 0,the functions h G (x) and h U (x) can be expressed as
(38) where p v (.) denotes the PDF of the noise v(i). In general, there are no closed-form expressions for h G (.) and h U (.) . But the two functions can still be calculated by numerical integration.
Remark 6: Using (36), one can construct the convergence curves of the weight error power. For example, if, in addition, the input sequence {X(i)} is i.i.d., with covariance matrix R = σ 2 x I, where I denotes the identity matrix, we have
which is a recursion equation for generating the convergence
2) Steady-State Performance Let S = lim i→∞ E e 2 a (i) be the steady-state excess mean square error (EMSE). According to [37] , with the same setting of Theorem 3, the EMSE will be a positive solution of the following equation:
Since the functions h G (x) and h U (x) have no closed-form expressions in general, it is very difficult to solve the above equation. However, one can use a Taylor expansion method to obtain an approximate value of S. In this way, the following theorem holds. Theorem 4: Consider the adaptive filtering algorithm (33) , where e(i) = d(i)−W T (i)X(i), and d(i) = W 0 T X(i)+v(i). Assume that the noise process {v(i)} is zero-mean, i.i.d. and independent of the input X(i) and that the a priori error e a (i) is zero-mean and independent of the noise v(i) and that e a (i) is relatively small at steady-state such that its third and higherorder terms are negligible. Then we have
where f ′ (v) and f ′′ (v) are the first and second derivatives of f (v).
Proof : see [24] . for a detailed derivation. For the MKRSL algorithm, the derivatives f
Remark 7: Given a noise PDF p v (.), one can calculate the expectations E f
and then obtain an approximate value of S by using (41).
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, simulation results are presented to confirm the theoretical analysis and demonstrate the performance of the proposed MKRSL algorithm.
A. Verification of Theoretical Results
First, we demonstrate the theoretical and simulated convergence curves (in terms of the weight error power) of the MKRSL algorithm with different parameter settings. In the simulation, the filter length is set at m = 20, and the initial weight vector is a null vector. The input and noise are both zero-mean white Gaussian processes with unit variance. The theoretical convergence curves and simulated ones averaged over 1000 Monte Carlo runs are shown in Fig. 3 . As one can see, the theoretical curves match very well with those obtained by simulations.
We also illustrate the steady-state EMSEs. The unknown system and input are the same as in the previous simulation. The theoretical steady-state EMSEs calculated by (41) and simulated convergence curves (over 500 Monte Carlo runs) with different parameter settings are shown in Fig. 4 , where the noise is assumed to be zero-mean Uniform distributed with unit variance. We can see that after transient stages the simulated curves will converge almost exactly toward the theoretical values. In addition, the theoretical and simulated steady-state EMSEs with different step-sizes and noise variances are shown in Fig. 5 . To obtain the simulated steady-state EMSEs, we perform100 Monte Carlo simulations, and in each simulation, 200000 iterations are run to ensure the algorithm to achieve the steady-state, and the steady-state EMSEs are obtained as the averages over the last 10000 iterations. Again, simulation results agree very well with the theoretical predictions. To further confirm the theoretical results, we present in Table II 
B. Performance Comparison with Other Algorithms
Next, we compare the performance of the MKRSL with that of the LMS, sign algorithm (SA) [38] , [39] , least mean mixed-norm (LMMN) algorithm [40] , least mean M-estimate (LMM) algorithm [41] and GMCC (α = 2, 4, 6) [17] . The weight vector of the unknown system is assumed to be Fig. 6 shows the convergence curves (in terms of the weight error power) averaged over 100 independent Monte Carlo runs. In the simulation, the step-sizes are chosen such that all the algorithms have almost the same initial convergence speed, and other parameters (if any) for each algorithm are experimentally selected to achieve desirable performance. The selected values of these parameters are included in the figures. It can be seen clearly that the MKRSL algorithm can significantly outperform other algorithms.
C. Effects of the Parameters λ and σ
Further, we show how the performance of the MKRSL will be influenced by the risk-sensitive parameter λ and kernel bandwidth σ. With the same noise as in Fig.6 (c) , the convergence curves of the MKRSL with different λ and σ are illustrated in Fig. 7 . For each convergence curve, the step-size is chosen to achieve almost the same steady-state performance ( Fig.7 (a) ) or initial convergence speed (Fig.7 (b) ). One can observe that both parameters have significant influence on the convergence behavior and desirable performance can be obtained only with appropriate parameter setting. How to determine an optimal value of λ or σ is however very involved and is left open in this work. In a practical application, the parameters λ and σ can be set manually or determined by trial and error methods.
D. Effects of the Outliers
Finally, we demonstrate the robust performance of the MKRSL with different outlier variances ( σ 2 B ) and occurrence frequencies ( c).With the same noise model as in Fig.6 (a) , the steady-state weight error powers with different σ , λ=0.95)
GMCC( α=2, λ=0.031, η=2.6×10 of outliers and its performance can even become better with the variance σ 2 B increasing; ii) the algorithm is also robust with respect to the occurrence frequencies of outliers, and with c increasing from 0% to 30%, the steady-state weight error power will increase very slightly (just from 0.0096 to 0.013).
V. CONCLUSION As a nonlinear similarity measure in kernel space, correntropy has been successfully applied in non-Gaussian signal processing and machine learning. To further improve the performance surface, we propose in this work a new similarity measure in kernel space, called the kernel risk-sensitive loss (KRSL), which takes the same form as that of the traditional risk-sensitive loss, but defined in different spaces. Compared with correntropy, the KRSL can offer a more efficient performance surface that enables a gradient based method to achieve faster convergence speed and higher accuracy while still maintaining the robustness to outliers. Some important properties of the KRSL were presented. We applied the KRSL to adaptive filtering and investigated the robustness. Particularly, a robust adaptive filtering algorithm, namely the MKRSL algorithm, 
where (b) comes from exp λ 1 − exp − − exp(λ) < 0. This completes the proof.
